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RECYCLING PLANT CUSTOMER RECYCLING

MANUFACTURING
PACKAGINGECONOMY

THE CIRCULAR

Clingfoil is committed to giving our customers the tools and 
knowledge to be able to use packaging in a way which mitigates 
the impact to our environment as much as possible.

Using the principle of the Circular Economy, we can
advise on the methods and products which will 
improve sustainability in the business that 
we do together.
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TAPES
GUMMED PAPER TAPE
Water activated and made entirely from 
renewable resources, enabling it to be 
easily recycled along with the box it 
sealed. Aesthetically pleasing, cost 
effective and offers the highest level of 
security through tamper evidence. 

SELF-ADHESIVE PAPER TAPE
An environmentally responsible 

alternative to polypropylene case 
sealing tapes. The craft finish 

offers excellent presentation and 
our bespoke printing option can 

deliver a strong message. 

EVERGREEN PACKING TAPE
A new generation self-adhesive tape, pairing 
strong adhesion with the ability to withstand 
temperatures close to 0°C. Easily distinguished 
with its green colour, but it is clear on application.  
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BOXES

CORRUGATED BOXES
Durable, strong and made 
from renewable and recylable 
material. Single wall, double 
wall or triple wall? We can 
help you make the most 
suitable choice for your 
operation. Why not let us 
personalise these for you? 

BOX DESIGN 
Improve the efficient protection of your 
products using clever designs, such as 

die-cut or crash lock boxes. Our team 
will design and sample new ideas to 

reduce the amount of material that you 
need to use. 

PULP INSERTS
Biodegradable, recyclable and 
compostable pulp inserts can 
be a lightweight alternative to 
thermoformed plastics.  

Made from wood fibre our boxes are 100% recylable! 
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VOID FILL

AIR CUSHIONS
Made from very thin polythene our air cushions 

are 99% air, tear resistant, durable and reusable. 
A space saving and protective solution which can 

be fully recycled using the normal 
household collections.   

One of the most wasteful actions is to send out a 
parcel twice due to damage. Clingfoil’s vast range 
of protective packaging and void fill can help.

PAPER VOID FILL
100% Recyclable and reuseable, all 
while being highly effective product 
potection, leaving you feeling 
confident your packages will arrive 
safe and sound.  

BAGS

PAPER BAGS
Our paper postal bags deliver an 
eco-friendly message, as they are 
degradable, compostable and easily 
recycled. We can promote your brand 
using bespoke printing.

100% RECYCLED MATERIAL

WARNING
TO AVOID DANGER OF SUFFICATION

KEEP AWAY FROM BABIES AND CHILDREN

SIZE : 260 X 300MM
CODE : GC01W 04
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POLYTHENE MAIL BAGS
Made from 100% recycled content, 
a clean, effective, water-resistant 
and efficient way to send out 
garments and small items. We can 
promote your brand using bespoke 
printing.
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STRETCH FILM
NANO STRETCH FILM
100% recylable and up to 50% less film is 
required to securely wrap a pallet. 
Increase productivity, cut costs, get fewer 
deliveries and reduce packaging. 

EXCEL HAND WRAP 
Super strong, high-performance 

hand wrap. Fully recylable and
 produced on-site.

BIO-BASED STRETCH FILM
The first biobased high-performance 
stretch film to hit the market. Made 
with 50% renewable raw materials
that provide 90% lower CO2 footprint. 
Strong holding force, high tear 
resistance and better for the 
environment.

REUSE
AVOID

REDUCE

RECYCLE

TREAT & DISPOSE

RECOVER
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